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Name: 

Spelling Words

2 0 0 3 2 9

Answer the questions. 

1. Which word has only one syllable? What vowel sound does it have? _______________________

2. Which word uses the letter y to make the / ĭ/ sound? _______________________

3. Does the word diagram have long, short, and schwa vowel sounds? _______________________

4. Which word only has a schwa and the /ĕ/ sound? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. differing from convention or norm; unusual _______________________

6. direct communication of thoughts and feelings between minds _______________________

7. a word or phrase’s letters rearranged into another word or phrase _______________________

8. highly stylized, decorative handwriting _______________________

Answer the questions. 

9.  Which word starts with a prefix meaning before? _______________________

10.  Which word starts with a prefix meaning not; without? _______________________

11.  Which word starts with a prefix meaning with; together? _______________________

12.  Which word starts with a prefix meaning self? _______________________

psychic
biology
anagram
calligraphy
mythology
psychology
autograph

telegrams
teleprompter
central
telepathy
empathize
graphite
psyched

  apathetic
  concentrate
  programmer
  eccentric
  epicenter
  diagram

Spelling Words Review Words

electrician
collision
illustration

psychiatrist
cinematography

Challenge Words
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

 

13.  When his _______________________ broke, the newscaster had to improvise his lines.

14.  Although they used to be made with lead, pencils nowadays contain _______________________.

15.  Lorelei wanted to visit a _______________________ and have her fortune told.

16.  Before phones and emails, _______________________ were the fastest way to communicate.

17.  Studying _______________________ will give you a better understanding of why people think 
  and act the way they do.

18.  What’s our next unit in _______________________: life cycles, cells, or body systems?

19.  The greatest amount of earthquake damage usually occurs at the _______________________.

20.  Generally, novels are more enjoyable when you can _______________________ with  
  characters.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which review word is sometimes said with a long vowel sound  
  in its first syllable?     ________________________

22.  Which review word always has a short vowel sound in its first syllable?  ________________________

23.  Which review word always has a schwa sound in its first syllable?    ________________________

24.  How many long vowel sounds are in the word cinematography?    ________________________

25.  In the word psychiatrist, which syllables have long vowel sounds?    ________________________

psychic
biology

empathize
telegrams

    epicenter
    psychology

      teleprompter
      graphite 
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Answer the questions. 

1. Which word has only one syllable? What vowel sound does it have? _______________________

2. Which word uses the letter y to make the / ĭ/ sound? _______________________

3. Does the word diagram have long, short, and schwa vowel sounds? _______________________

4. Which word only has a schwa and the /ĕ/ sound? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. differing from convention or norm; unusual _______________________

6. direct communication of thoughts and feelings between minds _______________________

7. a word or phrase’s letters rearranged into another word or phrase _______________________

8. highly stylized, decorative handwriting _______________________

Answer the questions. 

9.  Which word starts with a prefix meaning before? _______________________

10.  Which word starts with a prefix meaning not; without? _______________________

11.  Which word starts with a prefix meaning with; together? _______________________

12.  Which word starts with a prefix meaning self? _______________________
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psyched; /ī/

mythology

yes

central

eccentric

telepathy

anagram

calligraphy

programmer

apathetic

concentrate

autograph

ANSWER KEY Spelling List F-29: Greek Roots

psychic
biology
anagram
calligraphy
mythology
psychology
autograph

telegrams
teleprompter
central
telepathy
empathize
graphite
psyched

  apathetic
  concentrate
  programmer
  eccentric
  epicenter
  diagram

Spelling Words Review Words

electrician
collision
illustration

psychiatrist
cinematography

Challenge Words



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

 

13.  When his _______________________ broke, the newscaster had to improvise his lines.

14.  Although they used to be made with lead, pencils nowadays contain _______________________.

15.  Lorelei wanted to visit a _______________________ and have her fortune told.

16.  Before phones and emails, _______________________ were the fastest way to communicate.

17.  Studying _______________________ will give you a better understanding of why people think 
  and act the way they do.

18.  What’s our next unit in _______________________: life cycles, cells, or body systems?

19.  The greatest amount of earthquake damage usually occurs at the _______________________.

20.  Generally, novels are more enjoyable when you can _______________________ with  
  characters.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which review word is sometimes said with a long vowel sound  
  in its first syllable?     ________________________

22.  Which review word always has a short vowel sound in its first syllable?  ________________________

23.  Which review word always has a schwa sound in its first syllable?    ________________________

24.  How many long vowel sounds are in the word cinematography?    ________________________

25.  In the word psychiatrist, which syllables have long vowel sounds?    ________________________
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teleprompter

graphite

psychic

telegrams

psychology

biology

empathize

epicenter

ANSWER KEY Spelling List F-29: Greek Roots

psychic
biology

empathize
telegrams

    epicenter
    psychology

      teleprompter
      graphite 

electrician

illustration

collision

one

first and second


